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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM, DEFINITIONS AND PROCEDURES

Since in a democratic system people believe in the

education of all children to their own potentials of

learning, it is the duty of the teacher to be constantly

alert to new devices and techniques. Many writers have

agreed that the slow-learning child is basically the same

as the so-called normal child but that he differs in rate

of development and learning. Frequent change of activi

ties and persistent repetition from several points of

view are needed. It would seem that a handbook on teach

ing of reading to the slow-learners could be a valuable

guide for the classroom teacher.

I. THE PROBLKM

Statement of the problem. The purpose of this

study was to (1) examine the available literature con

cerning the readiness material to help the slow-learner,

(2) set up criteria by which reading readiness techniques

and devices are selected for the slow-learner, (3) collect

techniques and motivating devices to be used with children

by the teacher, (4) put this information in a useable

handbook for teachers, and (5) evaluate the devices.
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Justification of the Eroblem. Recognizing that

motivation is essential for significant learning, it is

the teacher's responsibility to be constantly alert to

new methods and procedures .. l

There are many books written on the teaching of

reading, but only few give any attention directly to the

reading problems of the slow-learners. There seems to be

a need for more information as to the practices and

techniques that will help these children.

Frequent drills are necessary for retention of

material and serve to build a much needed sense of se-

curitYe All children learn from and by experience, but

in order to do so, some boys and girls need a greater

number and a greater variety of experiences than other

children .. 2

These devices and techniques need to be put under

one cover and classified so the teacher can rapidly

select a new idea to use as a motivational device ..

lChristine Fe Ingram, Education of the Slow-Learn
ing Child. (New York: The Ronald PresS; 1953-r;-p. 33.

2Elaine M. McCrary, ItTeaching Reading to the
Educable Mentally Retarded, It Unpublished Tvlaster I s thesis"
Drake University, Des Moines, 1961, p .. 1-2.
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II. DEFINITIONS OF T:ERMS USED

Slow-learner child. The slow-learner is that child

is below average in innate mental ability, but not so

below as to be classified "mentally retarded." The

o~u~-~.varner is the child whose intelligence quotient

in the seventy-five to ninety range.

Reading readiness. Reading readiness refers to

activities and experiences which schools provide in

building background knowledge, skills and attitudes which

will make the reading process itself more effective. The

broader meaning includes readiness for all reading levels

but this study deals with only beginning reading readi-

ness ..

III. PROCEDURE

The writer studied books and educational journals

to obtain more information ooncerning prooedures for

identifying the slow learning child and meeting his needs

for reading readiness. The information gained from this

reading was 0 anized and reported in Chapter II.

Games and teaching devioes were studied, evaluated,

and placed in a useable handbook for teachers.. A check

sheet was prepared to evaluate each game as it was used
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the classroom.1

Aid in selection 01.' the devices was secured by

entation of the games and devices to Doctor Marvin

ers of Drake University and to two first grade teach

of' the Des Moines Public Schools.

Sixteen teachers were asked to participate in this

• One first grade teacher from each of the sixteen

in section 1 of the Des Moines Schools was chosen.

schools involved were Adams, Brooks, Douglas, Dunlap,

, Logan, Longfellow, Lucas, McKee, Phillips, Rose,

;Scott, Stowe, Wallace, Webster, and Willard.

Many of the devices that were to be used by the

teachers were prepared and ready for use in the classroom.

The writer prepared about twenty games, making sixteen

eopf.e s of each game ,

The first meeting was held September 4, 1962, at

Scott School at which t.Lme sixteen teachers and pr-LncLpaLs

were present. 2 The writer discussed in detail the devices

that would be used in the classrooms with the children

and the check sheet that would be used to evaluate the

deVices. The material was to be evaluated before Christmas

at which time another meeting would be held to collect the

materials ..

lAPpendix B.. 2APpendix D.
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Some principals asked that more than one first grade

use the material but returned one summary sheet.

On December 17 a tea was held for all teachers and
1s who participated in the stUdy. At this time

results were brought to Scott School.

Fiftee·n of the sixteen check sheets were returned.

teachers had not used all the devices.

The results were tabulated to one sheet and studied.

these check sheets the writer tried to determine

of the games were most useful and beneficial to boys

girls ..

IV. LIMITATIONS

A limitation of this stUdy to be considered was

that each classroom was different, and even though the

children were slow-learners there was still a wide margin

of difference in the children's abilities.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter contains a review of some of the per

literature that is available about reading readiness

slow learners.

Slow-learner. Slow-learning children are capable

of acquiring the attitudes and skills that will enable

them to become contributing members of society, if an

educational program is designed for them which meets their

needs. l

All of these children can learn and are clearly

the responsibility of the public schools. They can profit

from an educational program geared to their abilities, and

they have a right to expect this program just as much as

2their average or above-average peers.

The slow-learner is the child whose intelligence

quot nt is in the seventy-five to ninety range and whose

rate of progress is always less than the months of

IMer1e Be Karnes, liThe Slow Learner Administrative
Plans that Help, n National Education Association Jollrnal ,
XLVII (October, 1959), ~2.

2Donald Ferguson, flReview of Literature on the
Slow Learner,1t Education, LXXXI (February, 1961), 326.
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attendance.

The Des Moines Elementary School Principals found

in a study that the sloli-learner is a slow-learner in all

fields of the curriculum, whereas the academically re

tarded may be slow in just one area of study. The slow

learner's test profile would be more even and his rate

of progress more consistent. His yearly rate of progress

may be only four, five or six months which is always less

than the months of attendance.

It is also necessary to be cognizant otfl~the dif-

ference between the slow-learner and the academically

retarded. The academically retarded youngster is retarded

due to emotional, environmental, or physical factors or a

combination of factors. At first glance a person might

categorize him with the slow-learner, but his problems

are entirely different. l

Barbe said the slow-learner is that child who is

below average in innate mental ability, but not so far

below as to be classified nmentally retarded." Children

in this category make up approximately twenty per cent of

lElementary School Principals, Section one, "A
Beginning Study of the Slow Learner,!1 James Wise, Chair
man (Board of Education, Des Moines, 101118., 1962) 1.
(Di ttced ) ..
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the schools population.l

As stated by the Des Moines Elementary School Prin

cipals Study, the physical, mental, emotionally and social

attributes of the slow-learner should be recognized. The

physical health of a slow-learner usually will not be so

satisfactory as the average or superior student. This

group will need more dental care. They will lack routine

heal th hab i t a , will be less coordinated physically and

lack the stamina and energy of above average students.

Children in this group usually exhibit more nervous

tendencies, such as fl na i l - b i t i ng , 1I feet-shUffling," and

ltseat-squirming. ft

These children tend to be rejected by their peers

2because of aggressiveness and unacceptable behavior.

They seem rebellious and defiant. Many a shocked teacher

feels that to keep them quiet and to avoid argument and

outright anarchy, as much as can be expected of anyone. 3

The slow-learner's ability to retain knowledge is

less than the average student. Their attention span will

lwalter Barbe, "The Slow Learner - A Plea For
Un rstanding," Education, LXXXI (February, 1961), 323.

2 iElementary School Principals, c. ct.

3Lawrence P. Shehan, "Reaching Slow Learners,tt
English Journal, VLI (January, 1962), ~·4"
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be shorter and they will daydream more. It is more dif'

ficult to get them interested in an area of' study. These

boys and girls are more of'ten involved in play activities

in the classroom than reading a bOOk.. ~hey are more dis

tractable and more argumentative than the average stUdent.

These children have less pride in their work and their

work habits are less well developed. l

Witty said these children have meager or narrow

interests o The teacher needs to encourage the development

of new or more desirable patterns of interest through
2

enricr~ent and extension of experience.

As stated by Barbe, these boys and girls may be

average in rote memory, but below average in reasoning

power. They are bright enough to know that they are not

bright. The blank areas which are apparent in many mentally

retarded children are not seen in slow-learners. They are

well aware of circumstances around them, aware of the fact

that they are not able to succeed in a highly competitive

situation .. 3

Shehan said slow-learners are frequently emotionally

lElementary School Principals, £Eo cit., p. 2.

2pau1 Witty, "Needs of the Slow Learning Pupils,"
Education, LXXXI (February, 1961), 335.

3Barbe, 2£. cit., p. 324·
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insecure. They are unreasonably tttouchyltand supersensi

tive to ridicule and embarrassment. Therefore, they deeply

resent being made to feel inferior either by an assignment

too simple or too difficult for them to accomplish suc

cessfully. Aggressiveness is not an uncommon character

istic of the slow-learner. l

Motivating the limited learner is difficult but

crucial; teachers must find and utilize their interests.2

Mahoney said that research has shown that materials

and concepts must be meaningful if learning is to take

place. All children learn from and by experience, but

in order to do so, some of them need a greater number

and a greater variety of experiences than their class

3mates.

There is another side to this picture. These boys

and girls are usually easily motivated for short periods

of time. They blossom under encouragement and praise

honestly won. Teachers must arouse an interest for the

children then convince them that they are capable of

satisfying that want. When they discover they are capable,

lShehan, ~. cit., p. 45.
2Karnes, ~. cit., p. 22.

3Agnes Mahoney, liThe Slow Learner," National Educa
tion Association Journal, XLVII (December, 1958), 618..
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they are thrilled, at least for a time. Barbe stated

that no group of children are in greater need of adequate

guidance than are the slow learners. l

Since it takes so little to discourage these child

ren, the teacher1s main job is one of continual motivation

throughout the entire year. These youngsters need fre

quent change of activities and persistent repetition from

several points of view. Frequent drills are necessary

for retention and serve to build a much needed sense of

security. Teaching slow learners is a tedious process

demanding patience and unlimited enthusiasm ..

Realistic programs can be offered for these child-

ren in the regUlar class but attention must be given to

specific objectives, methods, and materials of instruc

tion.2

Reading readiness.. Reading readiness refers to

the activities and experiences which schools and homes

provide in building the background knowledge, skills

and attitudes. se in turn make the reading process

itself more effective. 3

lBarbe, loc. cit.

2Sh ehan, ££. cit., p. 46.
3Guy Wagner, lIWhat the Schools Are Doing in Develop

ing Reading Readiness,lI Education, LXXIX (February, 1959),
85.
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As stated by Hester, every means should be taken

to give all children as good a start in the important

skill called reading as possible. If a good reading

readiness program is designed and carried out, there will

be fewer reading failures. The first step in planning a

program of readiness for reading is to determine present

needs of the pupils in the factors essential to success-
I

ful reading.

Every child has his own individual differences

and will grow mentally at his own rate. No child should
2

be unduly hurried nor yet allowed to lag. ttLearnings

can be made only when the learner is ready to make them. ,t3

The time to present and teach each reading skill should

be prolonged. This will enable the child to absorb the

materials presented at his own rate of learning.4

There are several reading readiness tests that

will help the teacher analyze the children. Three tests

lKathleen B. Hester, Teachin~Every Child To Read
(New York: Harper and Brothers Publ1.sher .. 1955), pp .. 117-
118"

2Guy L .. Bond and Eva Bond Wagner, Teachin~ the
Child to Read (New York: MacMillan Company, 1950 .. p. 58 0

3I b i d . , p. 109.

~dward Wi1 am Dolch, Teaching Primary Children
(Champaign: Girard Press, 1941), p .. 21.
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recommended by Bond are:

Gates Reading Readiness Tests, Arthur I. Gates.
Bureau of Publication, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, 1939.

Metropolitan Readiness Test by Gertrude Hildreth
and Nellie Grlffiths, edited by Jacob S. Orleans,
World Book Company, Younker-on HUdson, New York,
1939.

Monroe Reading Aptltude Tests, Marion Monroe,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1935.

These tests measure the ability to listen to direc-

tions, ability to look at and interpret illustrations of

farm and city life, and the ability to understand and to

execute verbal directlons. These tests also measure the

child's ability to distlnguish similarlties and dlffer-

ences of words, and abillty to discriminate between word

forms. The child's acqualntance wlth word and sound

elements will be measured. His familiarity wlth

and numbers will be given a180.2

tters

Testing will be of great assistance to the teacher

in understanding the abilities of each child but one or

the most lmportant appraisals of the child's abillty is

made by teachers careful and systematic observation. 3

Certain areas need to be observed closely in the

1Bond, .££. cit .. , p , 132.

2I b i d . , p .. 133 ..

3I b i d . , p. 1]7 ..



child's growth patterns. There are many reading readiness

check lists for physical, mental, social, and emotional

growth. Bond listed the following areas that are impor

tant for educational readiness:

1. word discrimination
2. familiarity with sounds
3. picture interpretation
4. breadth of meaning vocabulary
5. oral English
6. ability to think
7. ability to sense a sequence
8. ability to follow directions
9. ability to handle equipment and supplies

10. desire to learn to reado l

Paul McKee in his book, The Teaching of Reading

in the Elementary School had a very similar list. There

are many reading readiness check lists that authors have

formulated for helping teachers to locate the areas of

the child's mental, physical, social, and emotional growth.

Teachers should make a definite provision for stimulating

and fostering the child's development of such readiness. 2

Wagner said readiness eta that there is an

optimum time for any particular learning. Earlier attempts

at instruction are usually laborious and unsuccessful. 3

lIbid., pp. 153-177.

2 paul lVIcKee, The Teaching of Reading in the Ele-
mentary School (Chic Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1948),
p. 143.

3wagner, ~. cit., p .. 86.
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Teachers must remember that the slow learner moves slowly

during the readiness period and should not be pushed.

Each child needs to feel success at what he is doing.

There are many children who are developing in reading at

a slow rate who are actually not disabled in reading.

Their poor reading is really a part of a more general

limitation. These children lack abstract, verbal in-

telligence and they cannot be expected to develop in

reading capability as rapidly, nor can they be expected

to develop as much capability as can the average child.

The usual program is not adjusted to their specific

needs, and, therefore, they often get into difficulty

because the pr-ogr-am advances too rapidly for them" The
1

objectives are not compatible with their abilities.

Slow-learning children have certain character

istics which influence the nature of instruction that

is suitable for them. Russell stated the following

characteristics:

They like work that is repetitive in nature and
they profit from drill and rereading.

They lack initiative and therefore must be
carefully guided in the reading program, their
purposes must be carefully set and stions
for constructive uses of rea must be
carefUlly directed.

IDavid Russell, Childrents Thinking (Chicago:
Ginn and Company, 1956), p. 186.
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They are not good planners. They need careful
direction in their reading work, more detailed
instructions, and more immediate goals for
their readings.

They are easily discouraged in read~ng activities.
Therefore, materials should be easy enough so
that they can feel successful achievement.l

A statement of principles for reading instruction

will prove helpful in working with the child who has an

intelligence quotient between seventy-five and ninety.

In regard to these children, Russell stated the following

principles:

1. Reading instruction should begin later.
2. It should be recognized that these children develop

reading ability in much the same way as do other
children but at somewhat slower pace.

3. They need a great amount of carefully controlled
material.

4. Slow-learning children needmore detailed and . 2
more simplified explanation of the techniques.

Kirk stated that a reading readiness program should

be given to young, slow-learning children whether they are

in a homogeneous special class, an ungraded special class,

a modified special class, the kindergarten, or the primary

grades of the regular SChool.3

As stated by Dolch, no matter in which group the

1
Ibid., p .. 187 ..

2I b i d... , p .. 188.

amue L A. Kirk, Teaching Reading t~ Slow-Learning
Children (Chicago: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940), p. 9 ..
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child is p.l.aced , his r-ead.Lng readiness is considered a

part of the language arts program. Dolch stated that the

reason that language development is a part of reading

readiness is that reading should form a natural growth

from the language of the childta own thinking and speak

ing. To do reading as he should, the child should think

in complete sentences and large thought units o Since

the slower child is likely to use the more simple kind

of statements, it is necessary to bring his language up

to the level of the reading matter. To do this the teacher

will need to use many occasions to encourage thinking and
1

talking on the part of the child.

Basal reading readiness materials are not a panacea

for reading readiness ills. The development of basal

reading readiness material has enhanced the possibility

of a more gradual induction of the child into reading

activities in many school situations. The basal material

has emphasized what the teacher can do to prepare children

for reading aotivities and has sensitized the teachers to

the need for a continuous program of appraisal of pupil

learnings .. 2

1Dolch, ££. cit., p. 22.

~mett Albert Betts, Foundations of Readin~
Instructor (Chioago: American Betts Company, 1946 , p. 8.
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Reading readiness books are valuable but are not

sufficient for slow-learners. Many more ideas are needed

than are given in one book or manual. Teachers need a

handbook with many devices for each principle that needs

to be taught. Some of these devices can be in the form

of games ..

Games have many values and frequently play an

important part on the instructional level. Experience

shows that games will often speed up as well as strengthen

learning in the fundamental skills. l

Criteria for choosing techniques. As has been

stated before, the slow-learner needs much repetition.

In order to choose some games and devices, some kind of

measuring stick needs to be made. The measuring device

or criteria fram which these devices should be checked

include many things.

First, the slaw learner needs to feel success, so

the devices must be selected from materials in which he

can succeed.

The games must be simple and easy to use in a

small groupo There will be a need for games far large

lcuy Wagner, Mildred Alexander, and lVlax Hosier,
"Strengthening Fundamental Skills With Instructional
Cames~ Midland Schools, LXXIII (January, 1959), ..
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groups also.

When a game is first introduced, the children who

are going to use it should do so under the teacher's super

vision. This enables the teacher to check the pupills

understanding of how the game is played and whether he has

mastered the skill SUfficiently so that he can play it

independently.

As stated by Kasdon, games should be self-checking

so that the child can tell whether or not he is practicing

the skill correctly. If it is not self-checking, then

the teacher must take time to check it with the child;

'otherwise, the game loses considerable value as a drill

device. If the game is not important enough for the

teacher or a helper to check, then it is not important

enough for the child to spend class time on it.

Lack of sufficient skill mastery and understanding

of the rules of the game are two reasons why games are

unsuccessful in some classrooms.l

The time that it takes to use a device or playa

game should be short, because the slow-learner's atten

tion span is very short. The minute the child's attention

lLawrence M. Kas don , uTne Place of Games in the
Language Arts Program," Elementary English, XXXV (February,
1958), p. lo6-107~
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begins to drift the routine should be changed. The next

day the teacher can follow with another device for the

same skill. In this way games afford many opportunities

to give extended experiences with a given skill in a

variety of new settings" Because of the many new ways

in which the same learning or skill can be practiced,

pupil interest is maintained. l

Kasdon stated that these drills give variety and

spice to what might deteriorate into a dull situationo

Another advantage of games is that a child engages more

actively in the drill.
2

Each device should have a clearly stated purpose.

The device should require children to think and not be

merely a game for fune iffuen a teacher introduces a. new

game, she should be sure that the pupils unde r s t an d the

purpose of the game. There is too much to be accomplished

in a class to hand out games wholesale merely to keep

children busy. Furthermore, if a child does not under

stand the purpose of the game, it is just play to him

and a at deal of the eduoational value is lost no

matter how intriguing the game might be.

1\ifagner,
2Kasdon,

~ • ..£.!!., p. 10.

Loc. clt ..-
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These devices should be in areas where the repeti

tion is most needed. This would include language and

auditory discrimination, visual perception and discrimina

tion, thinking and memory.

As stated. by Kasdon , another important phase of

using games is what to do with it after the child is

finished playing. Part of the planning period in how

to Use the game might include time limits, sharing with

other children, and returning the game to its proper place

when the chi is finished.

After the children have enjoyed the game and it

has fulfilled its purpose, the boys and girls soon lose

interest. The teacher should put the game away., Leaving

the same games out after the purpose has been accompli d

results in boredom and is another reason for loss of

1interest and confusion in some classrooms.

Children appreciate beauty so the games that are

put on the she for the ohildren to use should be

attractive looking. This is time consuming for the

teacher. Care must be taken that a teaoher does not

spend long hours constructing a device that serves the

children for only a few minutes. The best practice

devices are those which are simple to prepare and

1 .
Kasdon, lac. clt.

~".-
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flexible enough 80 that children get many hours of use

from them.1

The devices that are to be listed in the handbook

are not all in the form of games. Some will be ideas to

use in the reading circle together; others will be games

that children can use at their seat.

Wagner said well-selected instructional games have

a place in the independent work period. Devices can do

"double-duty H by freeing the teacher to work with another

group and, at the same time, providing worthwhile learn...

ing experiences for the players. Ins tructional games add

a sense of visualization to the learning process and

often give purpose to learning. Perhaps the atest

value which can be claimed ror instructional games is

that of motivation. 2

Games and devices should not violate sound methods

of teaching. There is a place for games in the modern

language arts program, as long as their use is consistent

with sound educational principles.3

From the review of the Ii rature it appeared that

lGuy Wagner, Mil d Alexander, Max ier,
!lEnriobing the Reading Program - Instruction Games,lI
Midland Schools LXXIII (March, 1959), p. 16.
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the following criteria should be used in s eLac t Lng read

ing readiness material for slow learners. Hence in

summary, the following objectives should be considered

in developing and using devices with children.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Device should be easy enough for the child to
succeed.

Some games should be self-checking or checked
by student or teacher. l

Time involved to play the game should be short. 2

Drill should have variety and the format of a
colorful game to get active participation by
children.3

Each device should have a clearly stated pur
pose.

Each device should require children to think ...
Devices should be in areas of study where

repetition is most needed.
Placing the game in the proper setting is

important.4

Games add motivation.5

lKasdon, loc. cit.

21tJagner, !Iv/hat the Schools Are Doing in Developing
Heading Readiness," Education LXXIX (F'ebruary, 1959) p , 85.

3Kasdon, loc. cit.

4I b i d •

r:: ltE' hi th R ading Program Instruction/it/agner.. '. nrlC ng •e e ai . '.', -
Games," ~idland Schools LXXIII (March, 1959), p. 16.



CHAPTER III

EVALUATION OF HANDBOOK

This chapter will present the data that were col

lected concerning the devices and techniques for slo'lrT

learners that are found in the handbook in Appendix A.

These games were used by fifteen teachers in Section I

of the Des Moines Schools, Des Moines, Iowa.

Slow learners need interesting and motivating

material for them to use. It would be helpful if a

teacher could have, filed together in specific categories,

materials she could use to help motivate or give extensive

drill to these children.

The writer collected many devices, games and sug

gestions for such a handbook. Selection was aided by

presentation of the games and devices to Doctor Marvin

Fellers of Drake University and to two first grade teach

ers of the s Moines Public Schools.

The handbook was divided into eight areas. They

are as follows: (1) Visual Discrimination, (2) Classifi

cation, (3) Left To Right Progression, (4) Memory, (5)

Sens ory", (6) Formulating and Comprehending Sentences ..

(7) Auditory crimin ion, and (8) Identification of

Letters.
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Each game was checked as to (1) degree of easiness

for children, (2) degree of easiness of administration by

teacher, (3) time required for teacher to check the de

vice, (4) degree of easiness for children to check the

game, (5) the fulfilling of stated purpose, (6) whether

device required children to think, and (7) length of

time involved in using the game.

In order for these devices to be evaluated the

writer enlisted the help of sixteen teachers and their

principals. These sixteen teachers were chosen from

Area I in Des Moines in which there are sixteen schools.

One first grade teacher wa.s selected from each of these

schools. Each teacher was instructing the slow-learning

students or at least one group of slow learners.

Almost all games were tried and evaluated by the

fifteen teachers. This number of games would be too

large for use in the usual school year but was used in

year of the stUdy for purposes of evaluationo Fifteen

of the sixteen evaluation sheets were returned and the

following pages will report the

check €Its can be found in

achers! findings. The

d " 1appen lX ..

The first area sted in the handbook was Visual

ISee Append B.
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Discrimination. There were nineteen games in this cate

gory. These devices give children opportunities to make

comparisons of size, shape, color, number, internal de

tail, and serial order. l

Thirteen of the fifteen teachers felt that these

games fulfilled the purpose stated. One teacher checked

some of the games as ttnot clear." Most of the teachers

marked "satisfactory" or Ufairly easytt in regard to the

games requiring children to think. Four teachers felt

five games were "too easy ," These games lllTere Matching

Pictures, Alike, Find My Twin, Packet of Shapes, and

Crayon Upset. These same games were checked by three

teachers as being lItoo short'! in playing time. Most

of the other games were checked [tver y s atLaf'ao t or-y" or

lIfairlv short lt as far as time involved in uain&! the game ..u ""--'

This category of games had more games marked "too

easy" than did any other category.. All teachers said the

games were helpful and even though they were too easy for

ir group this year, they would not delete the games

from the list as they might be able to use them another

year ..

The second area listed in the handbook was Classi-

fication. There were three es this category ..

on, Guidebook, Before We R~ad ..
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Classification of pictures. of objects' into groups such

as n Animal," "F'cod.;" "Furniture" will help the child to

think of the class names for an object, as itA dog is an

an Lmal, ,.. " The more precisely the child can define a word

the better he has mastered its meaning. l

Two teachers felt these games were "too difficult. f '

One of the two teachers said magazines were difficult to

obtain for children to use. Almost all of the teachers

checked "satisfactory" in all seven areas of the check

list ..

The third area listed in the handbook was Left to

Right Progression. There were six games in this category.

These devices give children repeated practice in naming

a series of items in left to right order to help estab

lish desirable patterns of eye movement.2

Three teachers felt these games were ltfairly dif

ficul t l
, for children, two felt they were !! too easy" and

seven teachers It these devices were tl ve r y satisfactory"

and three checked 'tfairly e.asy ;" Almost all teachers

felt; the games fulfilled stated purposes in a very satis

factory manner.. As to requiring children to think,

IMarion. Mo.nrOe,GrOWing Into Readin~ (Chi
Scott, resman and Company, 1951); pp. 10 -106.

Lns on , We Read !'Iore Pictures, p , 17.

0:
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teachers checked "fairly e asy ;" four teachers, "fairly

difficult, It and seven teachers, I'very satisfactory. It

Ten teachers checked the devices administered. by the

teacher livery satisfactorylt and f1 ve teachers checked.

IIfairly easy.n

The fourth area listed in the handbook was Memorv.
v

There were eleven games in this category. All learning,

all interpretation depends on memory. Unless we can

remember the ideas gained from each new experience we

may not be able to use the experience in future inter-

pretations. The ability to make associations and form

visual images will strengthen the child's ability to

1remember.

Almost all teachers felt that all these games

fulfilled the stated purpose. Teachers felt these g8ll1es

could be checked by the instructor Hve r y satisfactorilylt

and the time involved in using each g8ll1e was satisfactory.

Three teachers felt children found these g8ll1es Ilfairly

easy,t1 three teachers felt these games were "fairly dif

ficult" for boys and girls, and the nine remaining teach

ers felt games were H ve r y satisfactory.!! One teacher

suggested changing the name of a game If Touch Me ll on p

1 .Monroe, £E. Clt., pp. 190-194.
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sixteen to ltMagicTouch.1l

The firth area listed in this handbook was Sensory.

There were eight games in this category. The sensory

area is important and should be one of the goals of read

ing struction inasmuch as one should foster interpreta

tion that goes beyond comprehending what a passage ItsaysU

to understanding what it implies. Exercises and devices

should require children to think about not only what the

characters in pictured situation are doing and how they

feel but why they act and feel as they do. l

Almost all teachers felt that the devices labeled

Sensory fulfilled the stated purpose. Three teachers

felt the games were lIfairly easy" and three teachers felt

the games were It fairly difficult" in requiring children

to think. The other nine teachers felt these games were

"very satisfactory." Most of the teachers felt the time

involved in using the devices was satisfactory. Two

teachers said some of the games were "fairly short tr and

three teachers stated the games were Ilfairly long."

Four games were marked "too easytr by one instructor.

Some devices were marked "fairly easy" by three teachers.

teachers listed games as IIfair1y difficult. 1I The

remain I' of the teachers marked the games "very
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s a.t.Laf'ac t or-y ;" Teachers felt that pantomimes were (Uffi-

cult but were important. Three teachers checked IIfairly

short lt as fa.r as time involved in checking these devices.

The remainder of teachers checked It ve r y satisfactory.1I

The sixth area of learning was Formulating and

Comprehending Sentences. There were six games in this

category. Children with meager language ability and

ch.i Ldr-en who have a low intelligent quotient need a

great deal of simple, repetitive type of training in

language, accompanied by warm approval when they succeed
1

in making a clear statement.~

These games were formulated to help children build

sentences. Thirteen teachers felt all these games ful-

filled the stated purpose very satisfactorily. Almost

all teachers checked "very satisfactory" in regard to the

games requiring children to think.

Two teachers felt the devices were "fairly short"

and two te ache r-s felt the games !t fairly long. n The

remainder of instructors marked the devices lt ve r y sat

isfactory." Most of the teachers felt these devices were

livery satisfactorylt to administer. Most teachers felt

these devices could be checked satisfactorily.

1Robinson, We Read More Pictures, p. 17.
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The seventh area was AUditory Discrimination.

There were thirty-nine games in this category. The abil.

i ty to dis criminate betl.veen language sounds, which is the

basis of reading skill, requires sensitivity to many

aspects of sound. Yet many children just entering school

only vaguely differentiate between sounds.. They need

gamea and exercises that will help them think more pre

cisely about sounds, and that will motivate them to

listen with the specific purpose of comparing and

identifying. l

There were three teachers who felt that devices

in this area were llfairly clear ll in fulfilling the stated

purpose; all the other teachers felt the devices were

"very satisfactory" in fulfilling stated purpose.. There

were two teachers felt the devices "fairly easy" in re-

quiring boys and girls to think; three teachers felt the

devices 'ffairly difficult .. If Ten teachers felt the games

n ve r y satisfactory.1t

The eighth area was Identification of Letters.

There were four games in section. This area pre-

sented games that would help children learn to identify

the names of the letters of the alphabet. This section

was checked flvery satlsfactorytt in all areas on the check

lRobinson We Read More Pictures, p. 36.,---_.:....::;..:....:........;;;.-
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list by almost all teachers. Two teachers checked some

"1' i 1 "t ·d·· igames a i I' y easy a a Inn s ter , also Itfairly easy" in

requiring children to think.

The sixteen teachers were given five general ques

tions to answer concerning the handbook. Following will

be some quotations from the answers given by the teachers.

The first question was, IIWere these devices ue eru'L?" Some

of the comments were as follows: III thought most of them

were very good .. " "I enjoyed playing them as much as the

children did. 1t "Yes they were useful; however, I probably

wouldn't use all of them in one year. 1I IIA good collec-

tion, has a lot of ideas that could be made to fit many

different r-ooms ," lfMany were very he Lpf'u'L ;" ttl found

them to be decidedly so; having a very slow group, I

used se many times, at varied times in our program. 1f

The second question 1.>J'as, Itv/h i ch games would you

delete?" Most all teachers said they would not delete

any of the games.. One acher suggested deleting rhyming

games as they are difficult to use th the method of

reading used at the present time ..

The third question was, Ills there an area, such as

"Vis Discr lnation" or llMemory" or others, in which

you feel more suggestions or devices are needed?" Some

comments written were IIFound suggestions most complete,
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used all of them. Some were used over and over as was

necessary with slowest. These were fine for readiness."

"They are all helpful but I would say that inasmuch as

we are now teaching Phonetic Keys, that the areas VII

and VIII were very helpful to me. It

The fourth question asked which games were most

helpful? The list reported included most of the games.

The fifth question asked for suggestions, correc

tions, or additions to the handbook. One teacher sug-

s t.e d , liThe game 'Lollipops 1 could be adapted to use

as a cat and put vowel sounds in the center. Use a

tongue depressor for added emphasis. The game 'Betty

Blue' would be good to make for a bulletin board. 1I An

other teacher It the game "Clownsll was too time con-

ng in the construction of the clowns for the game.

In summary, the fifteen teachers felt this hand

book was useful. Children enjoyed using the games and

benefi ted from the devices. There are too many games

for one school year, but teachers can choose devices to

fit the needs of boys and girls.



CHAPTER IV

Sill'IMARY

It was the purpose of this study to (1) examine

the available literature concerning the readiness material

to help the slow learner, (2) set up criteria by which

reading readiness techniques and devices were selected

for the slow-learner, (3) collect techniques and motivat

ing devices to be used with children by the teacher, (4)

put this information in a useable handbook for teachers,

and (5) evaluate the devices.

The procedure for developing this study included:

(1) reviewing the literature on reading readiness and

slow learners, (2) setting up criteria for choosing games

and devices, (3) prepar a booklet with many games and

devices, (4) preparing devices ready for the teachers to

use with the boys and girls, (5) evaluating the games

wi check sheets by sixteen teachers, and (6) evaluating

the check ets.

The handbook was divided into eight areas. They

are as follows: (1) Visual Discrimination, (2) Classifica

tion, (3) Le to Right Progression, (4) Memory, (5)

Sensory, (6) Formulating and Comprehending Sentences,

(7) Auditory scrimination, and (8) Identification of
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Letters.

Fifteen of the sixteen teachers returned the check

sheets.. In sUJ1lmary the findings showed that thirteen

teachers felt that the games in Visual Discrimination

fulfilled purpose stated.. Four teachers felt the games

Matching Pictures, Alike, Find My Twin, Packet of Shapes,

and Cr~Jon Upset were too easy. This category of games

had more games marked "too easy" than any other category.

Almost all games in Classification were checked

"very satisfactory" in all seven areas of the check list

by almost all the teachers.

Games in Left to Right Progression were checked

Itfairly difficult lt by three teachers. Four teachers

checked "fairly e asy" and seven teachers checked lt ve r y

satisfactory.1t

In the area of Memory three teachers felt

found these B "fairly easy," three teachers felt

these B were "fairly difficult" for boys and girls,

and the nine remaining teachers felt games were "very

satisfactory."

Three teachers marked devices "fairly e ,It five

teachers marked games "fairly difficultl! and remainder

of te B marked 8 "very satisfactory" in the area

of Sensoryo
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Almost all teachers checked. devices livery satis

factorylt in the area Formulating and Comprehending

Sentences. The area of AUditory Discrimination had

the most devices and some teachers felt this area most

helpful. The area of Identification of Letters was

also very helpful.

In summary, the following ideas were given in

regard to the handbook: (1) leave all games as stated

in the handbook, (2) there was a sufficient number of

games in each area of learning, and (3) teachers felt

the games were very helpful and beneficial to boys and

girls.
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I. VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

Pupils should have opportunity to make comparisons
of size, shape, color, number, internal datailaod
serial order. Development and refinement of a vocab
ulary for expressing comparisons is important to
interpretation and narr-atLon of what is read. Equally
important is establishing the habit of close scrutiny,
which ",Jill help children when they must discriminate
between letters like "c ," "r-" and "n ," "h" and "b.nl

Purpose: To help develop visual discrimination skills

A. Matching Pictures

Players: two to five children

Materials: Two copies of about thirty colorful pic
tures of familiar objects such as an
automobile, a hat, a cup, and others.
Mount these pictures on cards and collect
them in a pack.

Directions: The group chooses a leader to deal all
the cards to the players. The first
player puts one of his cards in the center
of the table, face up, so that all the
players can see it. The child \4'ho has
a card that matches it may take it and
put a different card from his hand into
the center. Keep playing unt all cards
are matched. No emphasis on a winner. 2

B. ike

Players: small group or class

Shapes of common objects cut from colo
construction paper.

lsn M. Robinson, M on Monros, and A. Sterl
Art1 ,Guidebook, Befors We Read (Chic Scott, Foresman
and Company, 1962), p. )0.

2Letls a Game (Chicago: Ginn and Company), p. 2.
---
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Directions: Distribute the fruit, animal, or conven
tional shapes and let one child say; flI
have a green leaf. Who has one like it?tf
The children holding identical leaves
will join the speaker's sLde , The child
ren in that row will be alike. Then say,
to another child, f1What have you?" He
may have a yellow pear and call puplIs to
his row in the same way. Continue until
all the rows are matched.

Players: small group

Materials: shapes cut from cardboard or construction
paper

Directlons: Teacher holds up a piece of paper in the
shape of a triangle. A similar shape is
identified and the two are placed side by
side on the flannel board or the chalk
tray.

D. .;;;.p...;....;;..-.,;.._t of Shapes

Players:

Ma terials:

Directions

E. Order

rs:

erials:

individuals at their seats

packets of shapes in envelopes, two of
each shape.

Children may take a packet to their se s
and layout matching shapes.. If you hav~

individual flannel boards, the child could
put the shapes on the flannel board and
bring to the teacher to be eked.

reading group

cut shapes from the game llFind My Twin"

Directions: Teacher puts the
blackboard tray.
and have a child
same order ..

cut shapes in an order on
Then remove s

put back in
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F. Your Turn

Players: reading group

Materials: chalk and chalk board

Directions: Teacher draws some simple shapes on the
board and quickly covers them. Ask some
child to reproduce the same shape on the
blackboard. Repeat. After a few turns,
let three or four children try reproduc
ing shapes at the same time. Next, all
try it on paper at their seats.

G. Chan~ 0

Players: small group

Materials: blackboard and chalk

Directions: Draw a circle on the blackboard.. Make sure
that all the pupils take a good look at it.
Then have the players hide their eyes while
the teacher changes the circle in some way ..
(Perhaps by adding a line through the
middle .. ) Ask, "Who can tell us how the
circle has been changed?1l The child who
describes the change correctly may make
the next change. Additions to and sub
tr~cttons from the basic shape should be
mane.

H. Alike anQ Different

rs: all the class

Ma ials: objects children bring

Directions: Encourage the pupils to make collections
of like and unlike objects.. Place two

. f ttAl Ittables ~n the room, one or -
objects, other for "Different ob-
jects. On the Italike lt table r e may
be a row of acorn, milk-bottle caps, a
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pair of gloves, while on the udifferent ll

table there may be .a red and a green
apple, two dissimilar leaves, and two
boxes not the same shape. Allow the
children to play games with these objects.
For example, a pupil might bring two or
more things to school, show his objects
to the class, and let the class decide
whether the ob j e cba belong on the Il al i:k e "
or on the Ildifferent lt table.

Slow-developing children enjoy bodily movement, and
they learn better when they can move about and handle
objects than when permitted only to look and talk. It
is easier for them to think about concrete, tangible
things than about abstract ideas. l

I. Which One

Players: small group

Materials: identical objects except in size

Directions: The teacher places two flags of identical
size on the table and places another flag
with them that is smaller or largero The
teacher then asks one child which flag is
different and why it is different. Other
objects that could be used are flower
pots, spoons, and blocks.

J. Concept 2f Size

on,

Players:

}1aterials :

Directions:

1
Rob

small group

paper ci es, squares, rectangles of
various sizes, also objects of assorted
size

Eave the pupi arrange the circle, squares,
and objects in sequence according to size.
Collections of pictures of different sized
toys and animals are also good. Objects
that might be availab are: nested cans,
nested blockS, nested s, and buttons.

Read More Pictures, p. 42.---
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K.. Match Me

Players: small group

Materials: many 51t x 81t cards

Directions: Use 5x8 cards in a series of three plus a
key card. Make the designs on the cards
similar to the ones below.

cards for pupils

Put the key card on the chalkboard ledge
and have the children observe it closely.
Then put the other three oards on the
ledge. Have a child ohoose the card
which matches the key card. A variation
might be to give each child a card and
to have the child who has the mate to
the key card £ut it next to the key card
on the ledge.

Lo Just Like Me

Players: one or more

Materials: two sets of cards containing several pairs
of cards of like design

Directions: Sort cards into two bundles with one
card of each pair in each bundle. One
bundle of cards is spread face up on the
table so that each card can be seen. The
second bundle of cards is placed in one
pile face down on the table. The child
turns up one card from pile at a t
and matches it with an up-turned card.
If played by an individual child, his cards
should be checked by the teacher before
another child plays.

IDavid sell and Odille Ousley, Manual For Teach-
ing The Reading-Readiness Program (Chicago: Ginn--aDd
Company, 1957), p. 162.
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Adaptations: One set of cards could be placed on the
chalk rail, the second set passed to a
pair of children. They in turn could
pLaea their cards by the matching card
on the chalk rail. l

M. Letter Bingo

Players: small group or the whole class

Materials: cardboard sheets fixed like bingo

Directions: Divide several large sheets of heavy paper
or cardboard into sixteen squares each o
Print a capital letter in each square.
Use the same letters on all the cards but
place them differentlyo Prepare small
cards with one letter on a card, again
using the same letters but add some jokers.
Use the same rules of playas those for
Bingo. Large kindergarten beads are good
for markers.

Adaptations: This game may be played with large and
small 119 tters I shape s , or with words
accordin~ to the ability and needs of the
players.

es: To learn to identify and recognize colors

N. Crayon U..E.set

Players:

Materials:

whole class

colored circles, beads or crayons

IGuy s Mildred Alexander, and }iftl~X HolsGier, II

"Enriching the Reading Program With Ins~ruclona. ames,
Midland Schools, LXIII (March, 1959), l~.

2Le t , s PIa! a Garne, p , 4.
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Directions: Four (more or Laas) children are given a
red. crayon, four a yellow crayon and. so
on. All sit in a circle with !fitll in the
center •. He says, nAIl with red change
pLaces , It and tries to find a chair .. Later
It i tIl may ask two colors to exchange 0

0.. Clothesline

Players: whole class

Materials: clothing cut from colored construction paper

Directions: Cut different items of clothing from
colored construction paper. Label with
the color names and hang or pin on thin
cord "clothesline .. "

Adaptations: You could make a cl.osm holding on to
balloons.. The balloons could be made
from colored paper with the color word
written on the balloon.. You could also
make a seal balancing balls with the
color words written on the balls.

Players:

Materials:

individuals in a group

pop beads or the colorful snap-together
beads made for babies ..

Directions: The teacher could ask one child to Bnap
a blue bead on next to the red bead, or
a green one before the blue bead, or
snap two yellow ones togethero Later
after the children have learned their
colors, written direct could be put
in the box for the child to do at his se ..

Q. Match Colors

r· '" •04 indiv or groups of two

Materials: small cards with color names on them, also
cut triangles, squares, rectangles, circles
of all the colors.
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Directions: Put the small. cards and triangles in a
small box or in an envelope.. One or two
children can match the color to the color
name. They may work independently at their
desk or reading table.. These could be
made to fit together like a puzzle.

R. Color Game

Players: individual child at his seat

Materials: Mimeograph on 911 x 12" manila paper, the
color words in blocked-off spaces.
Colored construction paper

Directions: Each child cuts the color words that are
on the manila paper. Corresponding con
struction papers are given to each child
so he can match the words to the right
colors on his desk. Teacher must check
these when the children first do it.
Later the child can learn to check his
own by looking at some color chart in
the room. These blocks may be kept in
an envelope in the child's desk.

s. Bett! Blue

Players: whole class

Materials: none

Directions: A pleas lrJay to present the co words
is by repeating rhy~es containing names
of colors. Ask the children to listen,
and then to hold up their crayon or color
card that the rhyme tells about. The
children may illustrate the rhyme that
most appeals to them and color arou~d
the picture a border in approprlate
color. rhymes on the next page are
suggestive.
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Little Betty Blue
Lost her holiday shoe,
What can Little Betty do?
Give her another
To match the other,
And then she may walk out in two.

Smiling girls, rosy bOYS,
Come and buy my little toys-
Monkeys made of gingerbread
And sugar-horses painted red.

Dickery, di.ckery dare
The pig f'Lew up in the air;
The man in brown
Soon brought him down,
Dickery, dickery dare.l

T. What Is Pink?

Players: whole class

Materials: none

Directions: The following poem would be good to use
when teaching colors.

l.mat Is Pink?

wllat is pink? A rose is pink
By the mountain's brink.
What is red? A poppy's red
In its barley bed.
What is blue? the sky is blue
Where the clouds float thro'
What is white? A swan is white
Sailing in the light.
~~at is yellow? pears are yellow,
Rich and ripe and mellow ..
What is green? the grass is green,
With small flowers between.

lRussell, Manual For Teaching the Reading-Readiness
Program, p , 95 ..
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What is violet? clouds are violet
In the summer twilight.
What is orange? why,. an orange,
Jus t an orange I;

II. OLASSIFIOATION

Classification of pictures of objects into piles of
an lme.La, food, furniture, and other categories will help
the child to think of the class names for an object.
uA dog is an ammal.;" "Bread is a food. 1I The more
precisely the child can define a work, the better he
has mastered its meaning. Vocabulary grows extensively
as we add more words to the supply of words we can use,
and intensively as we increase the precision with which
we can define known words with respect to their exact
meaning. 2

Purpose: To teach children to classify related items.

A. t's Find

Players: small group or the whole class

Materials: old magazines

Directions: Give the child a sheet of paper. Have him
go through the catalog and cut out pic
tures of just one classification, such
as toys, clothes, or furniture. Have him
pas the articles of the classification
you have designated on one s of the
paper. This gives practice in class l
cation of articles of one kind.

B. Which GrouE

p rs: group or the whole class

Materi s: old magazines and brown envelopes made
from wrapping paper

IIbid., p. 93.
ion Monroe, Growing Into Readi~. ( cago r

Scott, Foresman and Company, 195'IT".; pp. 105-106 ..
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Directions: Have the children make several large
charts of classified objects. The child
ren can find pictures of such categories
as animals, vegetables, fruit.s, boats,
pets, furniture, and toys. These pictures
could be placed in one of the big brown
envelopes first. A cture should be on
the outside of the envelope so the child
knows where to put his pictures. These
would later be pasted on a chart. You
would not have children work on all these
charts at once. This activity might well
go on for several weeks.

c. Match-O

Players: small group

JVlaterials: Four fairly large pictures mounted sep
arately on oaktag (each picture repre
sents one of the four seasons); set of
small picture cards for each season; for
instance, for winter season the cards
could show a sled, a snowman, and ear
muffs.

Directions: Space the four large pictures along the
chalk tray. The small cards are dis
tributed to the group. Each child, in

, places his card to the right of
the large picture with which he has
matched it. For example, the child hold
ing the small pic of a swimming suit
would place it to the right of the large
picture of summer ..

Adaptations: You could use farm or city pictures,
pictures involving furniture, t and
others ..
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• LEFT TO RIGHT PROGRESSION

Repeated practice in naming a series of items in
left-to-right order will help=>establish desirable
patterns of eye movement. l

Purpose: To teach left to right progression, also
left and right hand.

A. Name The Objects

Players: small group or the class

Materials: objects from the room

Directions: Display a number of objects for children
to name in left-to-right order. Begin
with five or six items and gradually add
more until the children can name eight or
ten in sequence. Use such objects as an
eraser, a book, a box, a small vase, a
penc , a pair of scissors, or a paste jar.

B. Informal Test

Players: individual child

Materials: cardboard square 8n x 811 and small pictures

Directions: Prepare a square piece of cardboard about
8t1 x 81t , ruled into sixteen smaller squares.
Into each smaller square paste a picture
of a familiar object, the name of which
will most likely be known by all the child
ren. Also prepare indiv al record
blanks containing small reproductions of
the 1 square with sixteen smaller
blank squares. Hand cardboard picture
test to a child with the simple instruc
tion to name all the pictures on the card
without touching them. On the minature
test blank, record the child's pattern by

lRobinson, We ad More Pictures, p. 17.
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placing the numbers one to sixteen in
the blank square to indicate the sequence
used by the child. l

G. Looby-Lou

Players: whole olass

Materials: none

Directions: One way to teach the left hand and right
hand through use, is by playing the aotion
game that aocompanies the song ltNow We
Dance Looby-Lou. 1t Teach the song to the
children, then show them how to perform
the actions.

D.. Left To Right

Players: small group

Materials: chalkboard and chalk

Directions: The teacher draws on the chalkboard a
s e figure of a house with smoke com
ing out a chimney and blowing to the
right.. Ask, "Which way is the smoke going
in this picture?" For contrast draw an
other house in which the smoke is blowing
to the left.

Row

Players: small group

Materials: cardboard and pictures

Directions: Paste a single row of five or six pictures
on a piece of cardboard o On a 1
cardboard, mount three horizon rows of
pictures, using pictures in each row.
The Dictures could be ar d in such
familiar categories as a row of ta, a
r-ow of toys, a row of furni , and a
row of fruit. rat, place

l!'1onroe, £.E. cit., p. 166.
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the single row of ctures on the chart
holder and have pupils name the pictures
from left to right. Next, display the
pictures in the order they would r.ollow
if they were reading three lines.

The use of chart stories will help the
children with l·eft to right progression.
The children will watch the t eache r as
she writes from left to right. Children
will also note that printed symbols have
a meaning.

F. Chart Stories

Players: whole class

Materials: chart paper and large pen

Directions: The children will dictate to the teacher
what they would like to have writteno The
teacher uses manuscript lettering. If the
paper does not have lines the paper may
be folded. The charts should be kept
simple. The charts could be illustrated
with the children's drawings. The teacher
uses a pointer or sweeps her hand under
the story as she reads it back to the
children. Listed below are some ideas
for chart stories:

Charts About Us
Charts About Pets
Charts About Excursions
Charts About Weather
Charts out Plans
Charts About Records

or
Vie Know

t
News

obinson, We Read Hore Pictures, p. 17"
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IV • l\1EMORY

All learning, all interpretation depends on memory.
Unless we can remember the ideas gained from each new
experience we may not be able to use the experience in
future interpretations. The ability to make associa
tions and form visual images. will strengthen the child IS

ability to remember. Classifying is another invaluable
aid in promoting ability to remember.l

Purpose: To help children develop memory

A. What Is I'1issing?

Players: small group or the class

Materials: several common objects, such as a pencil,
small toy car, button and others

Directions: These objects are placed on a • Child-
ren have an opportunity to see them. One
child is designated to leave the circle.
One object is taken from the table. The
child returns and determines 1...rhich object
is missing. Do not include too many
objects at first. The number of objects
may be increased as chil become effi-
cient at playing the game.

Adaptations: Colored objects, such as blocks be used.
The Id ses which color has been
removed.

B. Picture StudI

Players:

1'1ate aLs t

small

I pictures

Directions: Children study a pi
Cover the picture and
recall the detai •

for a few minutes.
to
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G. Drawing From Memorz

PI s: small group

1"1aterials: cards containing a single figure, such as
a square with a dot in the middle, two
circles connected by a short line, and
others.

Directions: Teacher should hold the card so the child
ren can see it for ten seconds. Remove
the card. Have the child draw the picture
from memory. This could be done as a
class project and children draw the pic
ture from memory at their seat. This ga.me
is very similar to Your Turn on page two
but this should be more detailed drawings.

Players: class

Materials: three objects from the room

Directions: Children stand in a circle. All watch
while articles are given to three of the
childreno At a signal all the children
put their hands behind them; then one is
chosen to name the children and the
articles given to them, as ffJohn has a
block. tt l

rs: small group or the class

Materials: toy telephone, pictures or toys

Directions: A chIld calls ItToy Shoptr on a toy telephone
to order three toys (number can be in
creased). The store keeper must r eat
the order in the right sequence and then
fill order. Toys or pictures of toys
could be used.

1Reading Readiness lE: Kindergarten and .;;.;......~_t Grade,
neapolis Public Schools, 1956), p. 180
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Adaptations: Change and call a grocery store or pet

~tore. Children could repeat the order
Lns t ead of actually giving the child the
things he ordered. l

F. Peddler Game

Players: class or small group

Materials: five or six objects from the room

Directions: One child is given five or six objects,
which he sells (distributes) to the others
as he walks among them. As soon as a
buyer gets an object, he hides it in his
pocket. When all objects are sold, the
seller must collect them, asking each
buyer for the thing that he has sold him.
If he remembers correctly, the buyer g s
him the objects; but if not, he must try
until he is successful, although he may
collect from the others.2

G. Touch Me

ayers: small group or the class

Materials: none

rections: Ask a child to touch any object in the
room, then sit down.. The next person must
touch that object and then another object ..
This continues with each touching the
objects in order and then adding whatever
he wishes. If a child fails to touch the
objects in the correct order, e him
some help and let him be one of the rat
ones next time.

'rime

Players:

Materials:

lTb'd.::....2:- .. ,

small group of

none

p , 33 e

Idren or the class
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Directions: The teacher tells a short story while some
one carries out the actions. Later the
child waits until the teacher has told the
story before she starts to do the actions.
For example, ItMary skipped to the window
and looked at a tree. Then she went to
the chalkboard and drew one. Last of all,
she tiptoed back to her desk. u start
with only a simple story and as the child
ren gain more experience, make the stories
more complicated and with more directions. l

other suggestions for the game Story Time might be:

--First, draw a picture of a house on the
chalkboard.

--Next, put a chimney on the house.
--Then, show some smoke coming out of the

chimney.

"'-First, find a blue book on the library
table.

--Next, find a picture in the book.
--Then, hold up the book and show us the

picture.

--First, get a paper towel.
--Next, dust the tops of the tables with

towel. ?
--Then, put the towel in the wasteb te~

Pack a Picnic

Players: small group or class

}1aterials:

re ions:

none

The teacher begins by saying, ItToday I am
packing my picnic basket and I'll need some
help. 1 111 put in some cake. What will

nl.a Warner, "story Time, It

, 1962), 64.
Instructo£,

inson, We Pictures, p .. 370
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you put in, Ruth'll! Ruth answers, for
example, "1 111 put in some cake and some
ice cream. 1I Each player repeats the
articles already packed and adds one of
his own. Continue until four or five
children have had a turn and then start
over again. Toy boxes or Santa's pack
might be filled as variations of the game.
If a child has difficulty recalling a
series, hi. might have his turn early in
the game.

J. Which Way

Players: small group or class

Materials: none

Directions: Ask a group of pupils to stand in a row,
with one child turned around. The other
pupils in the class identify the different
ones.

K. Reversals

Players: small group

Mater! s: squares, triangles, circles cut from
construction paper

D otions: Arran the squares, triangles, and circles
in three piles on a table near the reading
circle. Select two of the shapes (a circle
and a square, for example) and place them
side by side in the holder or chalk ledge.
Have children tell which is to the left 
the circle or the square - and which is to
the right. Then cover this arrangement of
figures and ask someone to come up and
make another one just like it. Uncover the
first arrangement and have ils check to
see that the two are i ieal. eat
seve s with two shapes and then use
se nee of three .. 2

Instruc-

p. 45 ..

adthe1", "Enrivu .l.u v,

tional Games,lt p , ..

on, Before
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V. SENSORY

One of goals of reading truction should be
to foster terpretation that goes beyond comprehend
ing what a passage "s ays" to understandlng what it
implies. Why, for example, does a fictional character
act and react as he does? IvIuch can be done at the pre
reading level toward developing this inquiring mental
attitude.. Exercises and devices should require child
ren to think about not only what the characters in a
pictured situation are doing and how they el but why
they act and feel as they do. l

Talking about emotional reactions is d cult for
most children, but they often enjoy acting them out.
Self-consciousness is less likely to interfere you

st that the child pretend h~ is someone else and
show how that reon would feel.

Purpose: To help children develop sensory s

At> Pantomime

Players: small group or the class

Materials: none

sentavv
Do

Goose
at Home

Fun with A Bi
Saw a policeman
Downtown

Mother
Help
Ha.ving
What I
A Trip

A child pantomimes the actions of an inter
esting person seen on the way to school.
The other children guess who person
and what he was doing. For example: the
mailman delivering the mail, the milkman,
the custodian burn papers, and the bus
driver might be used as ideas. Other
topics for pan be the follow-
ing:

ctions:D

obinson, Before We Read, p. 61.

Piotures, p. 30.
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You could also pantomime characters.
First discuss the feelings and actions
of a character. Encourage children to
be that person. Examples would be: big,
little, brave, happy, unhappy, kind, old,
and young.l

B. Surprise Package

Players: small group or the class

Materials: none

Directions: Each child takes an imaginary object out
of a make-believe surprise package. He
pantomimes what can be done with the ob
ject. The group guesses what the object
is. Definite topics may be used as, lIA
Birthday Present ;" llA Toy,lt or lIFood.t12

c. Action Please

Players:

Materials:

Directions:

small group or the class

none

Have children come to the front of the
room and pantomime an action. (You will
probably have to r a suggestion in
his ear). The other children guess the
action and tell in a sentence who is
performing and what he is doing o y
pantomimes that will stimulate simple
action sentences are:

brushing hair
tying a shoe lace
throwing a ball
jumping a rope
'flashing hands
drinking from a

p , 46.
Readiness in Kindergarten Bnd First Gra J
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Players: whole class

Materials: magazine pictures

Directions: Have the children find pictures of people
that are happy and sad. These pictures
can be put in a scrapbook or on a poster.
Discuss the picture and have the children
give you a sentence about the pictures.
The teacher could write the sentence in
the scrapbook under the picture.

E. Pretend

Players: whole class

Materials: none

Directions: Following you will find a list of ideas
that you could use to pantomime.

Be a flower trying to get through the
hard ground. How do you feel? What
do you say?

Be a child looki through a toy store
window at Christmas time.

Be a new colt just stretching i 1 s
after birth ..

Be a puppy on a sunny day.

Be a kitten playing with leaves.

Be a toddler trying to catch a feather.

A child ' s
a birthda:r

boy feel?
el? Ho,,!

Taste ..

stretch the imagination!
mother sent cup cakes a8
treat. does the b
How do the other children

t the cup cakes e11

tend to be a new child at school.
Tell how you feel.
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Be a new a tamp starting out on a
letter.

Be a mother with a headache when the
children are noisy.

Be a lonely child with a new dog.

Begin with actions, pantomlme, and creative
play, then proceed to words. Have the
children be Alice, Dick, Jerry, or Jane and
then proceed as above. It helps children
if they can assume the feelings of char
acters. l

F.. Oh, Oh

PI rs: whole cla.ss or small group

Materials: none

Directions: st that individuals demonstrate how
a person would look if one of follow
ing things happened. Encourage the child
to use his entire body.
--You come home from school on your birth-

to find that your mother has arranged
a se party for you. As you step in
the door, the guests shout, ItHappy Blrthday.u
--On the day of a long awaited picnic you
go to the windo'VJ to che on the weather
as soon as you t up.. It raining very
hard ..
--As you and your father are looking at
some puppies in the window of a pet shop,

says that he will buy one of them for
you ..
--You have just hammered your thumb by
mistake and have dropped the harr~er on
your toe. 2

G-.. How Doe.~ It Feel?

Players: whole class or small group

IMauree It.. eq/6,/)~8Yp.·.in2•• 6g?gliSh (Evanston: Row,
rson and Company, ~.

2Robinson, Before Read, p. 50 ..



Materials: none

Directions: Teacher hold up a picture of children play
ing in the sandpile, then ask the following
questions.
--Have. any of you ever played in a sandbox?
What dl.d you build in the sand?
--Do you remember how sand feels when you
scoop up a handful? How does the sand
feel when the sun is shining on it? (Teacher
might supply warm and dry, trickles and
sifts through your fingers .. )
--How does wet sand feel? (cool and moist,
sticks together in little lumps)
--Does the damp sand trickle through your
fingers? (sticks to your fingers, feel
gritty)
--Is dry sand or damp sand better for
building something? Why is damp sand
better~l

H.. Mystery Box

Players: whole class

Materials: objects in a box

Directions: One child covers his eyes with a blind
fa • This child then puts his hand in
the mystery box and draws out an object.
He tries to guess what the object is and
what it is used for. He tries to guess
what it is by the feel, smell, and hints

class. It is fun to use
f t thing in the morning or first

thing in the afternoon, letting.one child
do it each day. Some of the obJe
might be walnut, cotton, feather, finger
nail file, keys, potato, onion, orange
and many others e

lRobinson, ~ Read ~ore Pictures, p. 28.
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VI. FORMULATING AND Cm-IPREHENDING SENTENCES

Children with meager language ability and children
who have a low intelligent quotient need a great deal
of simple, repetitive type of training in language,
accompanied by warm approval when they succeed in mak
ing a clear statement. You may need to compensate at
school for some of the experiences that children may
not have had bef'or-e coming to school. l

In working with timid, immature, or slow learning
children, it is Important to give them plenty of time
to form and express their ideas. Nothing so effectu
ally discourages a child from talking as does the
practice of asking a question and then promptly answer
ing it yourself, or moving on to someone else just as
the first chIld begins to speak. It is true that in
the early weeks of school, at least, you may frequently
need to put words into childrens' mouths, or s st
terminology for them to use, but whe~ you ask questions,
give pupils a chance to answer them.-

Purpose: To learn to formulate and

ayers: class or small group

ari none

rehend sentences

1

Directions: The teacher says, "Le t t s playa quiz g ame ,
1*11 a question and you answer it."
Encourage pup to answer each question
in a complete sentence. These questions
point up the use of r.
--lrJhat jumped over the moon? cow

jumped over moon.)
--Who jumped over the candlestick?
-~What can fly over a tree?

can you hold over your to
keep off the rain?

These questions 1-1ill point up the use of
down"

., p. 17.--
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--Wh~t dr-Lps down the windowpane on a
):'a1ny day?

--IN'hat comes out of your eyes and runs
down your cheeks when you cry?

Lead children to use the word through by
asking:
--Hhat comes through the garden hose when

you turn on the faucet?
--l!Jhat does your mother put through the

eye of a needle?
--l,rJhat do you to drink through a

stravr?
--lNhat flies through the air and leaves

a long white streak in the s~J?l

B.. Finish It

Players: small group

Materials: none

Directions: The teacher will say something and stop
without finishing the sentence.. The teach
er will then call upon a child to finish
the aen bence , (A little boy can • • .)
Encourage many different endings, as:
A little boy can ride in a wagon.. A little
boy can climb a tree.. This can be ex-
panded to encour things little
boy can : A little boy can •• " hop
and skip; run and play. Be sure the child
responding tells a complete sentenceo

c. Sack

Players: whole class

e p er sack with an ject in sack

Dire ions: Each child is encouraged to bring a small
object in a sack, such as a top, a brace-

t a \...rind-up-toy, or a plastic
car: At sharing time each child, in turn,
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tells something about his hidden surprise
Other children try to guess what is in th;
sack. Children should be eneourailed to
use Iteolorll words or lI s i ze ll words~ Those
c?ildren who do not bring an object of
tneir OWIl may choose something from the
room or from a. collect!.on of objects fur
nished by the teacher.

D. Reds and Blues

Players: class or small group

Materials: none

Directions: Divide the group into two teams, the Reds
and the Blues, and line the teams up fac
ing each other. As you callout an order
like Blues bow to Reds, there is a friendly
competition to see on which team most of
the players respond correctly. Other
directions might include the following:
--Reds touch Blues on the shoulders
- ...Reds waVe to Blues
--Blues shake hands with Reds
--Blues point to Reds
--Reds smile at Blues2

E" Left Out

Players:

11aterials:

Directions:

whole class or small group

none

To promote awareness that words like a,
an, - , are , am, for, and in are actually
senarate wo in our , ask pupils
to~listen carefully as you s a sentence
containing one of these wor leave
out that word as you repeat sentence.

II Id
Garne s j "

IGuy Wagner, Mildred Alex er, and Hosier,
Skills in Writing and Speech with Instructional

Midland Schools, LXXI (April, 1959), p. 18.

son, Before
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Note whether children can correctly
identify the missing word. Say for
example, ItSally has a little ca~.ltThen
repe~t the sentence, omitting the word a.
Contlnue similarly with sentences like
the following, leaving out the t..rords in
brackets the second time you say the
sentences.
--We saw (an) elephant at the circus.
--The circus wa.s fun (for) everyone.
--Dick, Jane, (and) Sally rode on (the)

merry-go-round.
--They (are) going again next year. l

F. Where

Players:

Materials:

small group or class

none

D ctions: Ask three children to come to the front
and to act out a sentence that you whisper
to them. Whisper a sentence that expresses
what one child is doing in relation to the
other.two. John is standing between Jack
and Ted, for example. Ask someone in the
group that is watching to tell in a sen
tence where John is standing. Cont
with other groups of three children and
such sentences as Alice is sitting behind
SUB and Mary; Harry is running around
Mark and Bob; Lee is holding his hands
over Perry and Jim; Ann is hopping up and
down between Betty and Joe.2

IIbid., p .. 37.

2Ibid., p , 82.
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VII. AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION

Ability to discriminate between language sounds
which is the basis of reading skill, requires sensi
tivity to many aspects of sound. Yet many children
just entering school only vaguely differentiate be
tween sounds. They need games and exercises that will
help them think more precisely about sounds, and that
will motivate them to listen with the specific purpose
of comparing and identifying.l

Purpose: To learn to listen to sounds

A. Hear the Bell

Players: class

Materials: bell

Directions: This game is played like "Button, Button
Who has the But t on?" A Small bell is
used instead of a button. The pupil who
is "It," or the "listener," goes to the
fran t of the room and stands with his
back to the class while the leader, who
has the bell, passes around the room
quietly, laying the bell on the lap of
some child. This child holds the bell
quietly until the leader es to the
front of the room and says, "Hear the
bell! Who has the bell?" The child
holding the bell rings it, and the
lis er tries to guess the name of
the child who rings the bell. He may
have three guesses. If he names the
child correctly, he may be the next lead
er. If he misses, he must listen again. 2

B. Bouncing Ball

rs: whole class

lRobinson, Read More Pictur~s, p. 36.
~-

2Russe , l"1aoual For Teaching the.. B.eading Readines1:!.
Program, p .. 20 ..



Materials:

Directions:

C. Airplane Fly

30
ball

The teacher bounces the ball two, five or
three times. Children ten and count
silently. A child says ItYou bounced the
ball four times. 1t If h~ answers correctly
he may have the next turn at bouncing the
balL.l

Players: class

Materials: none

Directions: Direct the children to stand by their seats
with their arms at their s s. When the
teacher says, nAirplanes fly,1I the arms
should be raised and flapped as if the
children were flying. If the teacher says,
ltTables fly,lt the children's arms must
remain at their sides even though she
raises her own to try to catch them. Con
tinue the game, directing the children to
flap their arms only when an item is men
tioned that can fly A Such a game may help
children to listen.~

D. Listening Game

Players:

Materi s:

whole class

none

Directions: Two pupils come to the front of the class,
one to be a listener, other to sect
speakers. The 1 tener turns his back to
the class and closes s eyes. r

then gestures: to someone to rise and.
, IIMark, as who this is." (Use

r's neme s ) The ake r should use

lReading Readiness In Kindergarten and First Grade,
p , 6L.

2David sell and Odille Ousley, Manual For Teaching
Program (Chic 0: Ginn and Company, 1957),
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his normal .. speaking voice when the game
is first played. Decide the number of
guess.es the listener should be permitted.
The speaker who cannot be identified be
comes the next listener. Very soon the
listeners vdll be able to identify the
speakers expertly. Then you can make three
neVJ rules: (1) the speaker may disguise his
voice; (2) he may move to any area of the
room before speaking; (J) the listener is
now permitted only one guess. l

E. Magic Circle

ayers:

Materials:

whole class

none

Direct s: Draw a large circle with chalk on the floor.
Ask, uWho wou.Ld like to step into this magic
circle and be Tom playing a horn? us
what you will do. 1t Continue with other
common sounds, as Betty knocking on the
playhouse doorA and sounds to make in
playing train.e'

F. What Do You ar?

p ers:

eri s:

e class

objects which to make noise

rections: Have the children identify objects
produce various sounds: A child (behind a
screen) shakes a rattle, an egg
be er, crushes paper, awe with a broom,
pours water in to a as s , hammer-s an,
rin a bell, saws wood, and blows a
whis e. The other children try and ss
what is ing done.

, l'1anual For Teaching the Reading
1.

ll'1ar Tull~~s.ll II A Lis tening Game, II

(8 tember, 1961), 102.

2

Instructor,
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G. Echo

Players: whole class

Materials: pencil or ruler to tap with

Dire ctions: Have one child tap a pattern and another
child, across the room, Hecho ll back the
same sequence 0' (tap, tap - res t - tap,
tap, tap) The child that e Hecho ll

back then taps a new sequence and calls
on someone to echo ba.ck the new sequence.

H. Answer Please

Players: whole class

Materials: none

Directions: After the teacher has read Mother Goose
Rhymes many times to the children ask the
following questions to see if the child
ren have been listening and doing some
thinking.
--Where did Pussy Cat go?
--\ernat was Humpty Dumpty?
--wnat was wrong with the Three Blind ce?
--What did Little Miss Muffet have to eat?
--What was Little Jack Horner eat
--~mat happened to Little Bo-Peepls s ?
--troy di dn I t L1ttle Bo-Peep know where to

find her sheep?
--t\mat did the Crooked Man find by the

Crooked Stile?
--~Jhat did Polly put on the s e?
--vIhere were the sheep and COviS ttle

Boy Blue took care of?
--What rang Pus in the well?
--D Ja and Jill any water home

for r?
--Who took care of Jack after he fell down

the hill?l

p .. 36"
Readiness in Kindergarten d
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Players: whole class

Materials: a variety of fairly small objects, at least
two of each, (pencils, crayons, books,
clips)

Directions: Let individual children come up to the
table or desk wherever the objects are
located and take turns doing as you say.
These directions should help children
distinguish betHeen singular and plural
farms in a sentence. Give directions like
the following: Pick up the book (or books).
Open the magazine,'; (or magaz Lnes ) • Spin
tap (or tops). Hand me the clip (or clips).
Roll the ball (or balls). As variation,
use directions like this: Lean on your
elbow (elbows).l

J. Which Is It?

Players: whole class or small group

Materials: none

Directions: Teacher says two words that sound alike
except for one sound. Then teacher will
ask a question that can be answered by
only one of the words and pupils are to
tell which word it is o

--pebble, petal.., Whi part is a
Then ask what is a pebble?

--bike, book - Whi can au ride on?
--cotton kitten - Which a baby cat?, • ?
--butter buzzer.., Which makes a nOlse.
--s1.lIlID1er: supper.., Which is a meal?

ans bones.., Which are veget 8?
--buokl~, bubble.., Which will float through

the air?
--leather, letter.., 'I"Ih1ch would you put a

stamp on and mail?



K e \,1lhi ch One?

--cattle, ke
pasture?l
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- Which would graze in a

Players: "Thole class or small group

Materi none

Directions: Adaptation to the above.
--Which one can crawl, a tIe OIl a

bottle?
--~Jhich one can fly, a board or a bird?
--Which one do you sew with, a needle or

a noodle?
--~!hich one bounces, a bowl Or a ball?
--Which one needs a hanky, a sneeze or a

snooze?
--Which one grows on a tree, a leaf or a

loaf?
--Which one is your father, a man Or a moon?
--\'Jhich one do you wear on your head, a cap

or a cup?
--li\lhich one can you read, a bank or a book?
--"It/hich one went up the clock, a moose or

mouse?
--~lhich one do you eat, beans or bones?
--Which one is an animal, a poppy or a

puppy?2

e: To sten to words that rhyme

L. Sound-Alike

Players:

Ma rials:

D ctions:

played individually or in groups of two

painted e carton and a set of small pic
tures that rhyme

A child can t the carton and a set
of small pictures to his Beat and
rhyming cards into separate sections.
The te r must check the pictures to
see if child has them correct.

lIb· . ,....-.2:.E .. , p .. 101 ..



M. Jingles

Players:

Materials:

Directions:

N.. Rhyme Time

PI 1"3:

t e s :
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small group or class

none

Children should have an opportunity to
listen to many jingles and hear the words
that rhyme.. Nursery Rhymes are excellent
to use. Here are some jingles one might
use also.

Run fast
Donlt be (last) ..

Larry Allen Lee
Is a busy little bee
Ate up all of grandma's cookies
As you can (see).

See the clown
Go up and (down) ..

Up in sky
airplane (fly).- _._--

See, oh, see
A bird is in the (tree).---

small group

picture rhyming cards (3"x 4")

Directions: The pic e cards are placed along the
chalk aYe The first child s to the
board and picks up the first card and says
the name of the object.. He then moves
along the chalk tray until he finds a
picture card which rhymes with his first
card.. keeps both cards if he s
correctly the name of each picture ..

PI r o -w «
class or small

1"1 s: none
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Directions: The teacher asks these questions and the

answer will be a. word that rhymes.
--I see something in this room whose name

rhymes with the word block. It tells
us when to go to recess, when to go to
lunch, and when to gO home. What is
it? (clock) ~

--1 1m thinking of something that we hang
Our coats on. Its name rhymes with the
word book. What is it? (hook)

--1 1m thinking of something that makes the
four sides of our room. Its name rhymes
with the word ball. What is it? (wall)

--1 1m thinking of a part of a hammer that
we take hold of. Its name rhymes with
the word candle. What is it? (handle)l

--I'm thinking of something that holds
my watch on. Its nmne rhymes th the
word hand. What is it? (band)

--1 1m thinking of a color. This color
word rhymes with bed. What is it? (red)

--1 1m thinking of something you can ride
in when you go down town. Its name
rhymes with jar. What is it? (car)

PI rs: small group or class

Materials: small jointed cardboard dog

Directions: Nake
this
make
and

a small jointed cardboard dog.
dog into diffe ~ositions, ~nd

rhymes that he mlght be saYlng
the can fini e

I am a dog; my name is Jack
I like to 1 upon my _(back).

I am a ; nffine is Jip;
11m going with my master on a
(trip) ..

son, We __ Pictures, p. 26.
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See me sit up; see me beg;
See me stand up on one (leg).l

Jack in Box

ers: small group or the class

Materials: none

Directions: Children are to stand up when you say
two words that rhyme, to remain seated
when you say two words that do not
rhyme. Use pairs of words like the
following (notice that non-rhyming words
contain some sounds that are alike; so
pupils must listen carefully). truck,
duck; spoon, moon; candle, candy; pin,
tin; flop, fl ; girl, curl; boy, toy;

t, pen;fl~wer, shower; book, bike;
pony, penny s>

At the same time that children are be c om familiar
wi rhymes, they should also have many opportuni ties
for notic alliteration, or words that begin with
the s ame s cund , The tuneful alliterative phrases in
jingles and stories are constantly catching at otion
and s be repeated for sheer pleasure. "Pease
por-r e ;" "dickory dock," "Baa , baa black" -- "a
dil I' a dollar," " a sailing on the sea," "Jack and
Jill,1I "Lit Lucy Locket,1I and many other combina-
tions beg al add ir s to
the qualities of nursery r-hyme s, At first,

children the experiences of and
enj .3

Since most children need many repetitions of
iterative phrases sentences before they develop

e Applegat.. e ,~asy in English
C , 1962 , p. 267 ..

ans ton: Row ,

Sc
ion

, Foresman

read, p .. 29.

(
133.
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realization that the beginning sounds in lTIany words
are same, the follovdng procedures will be helpful. I

Purpose: To tify likenesses and differences in
consonant sound

H.. Hear and Say

Players: small group

Materials: Pictures from magazines that illustrate
alliteration, such as pig in a pen, a
baby in a bed

Directions: l1.ount the pictures on cards of the same
sizeo Show about five cards at i'irst,
s imply telling the children that pic-
tures are about things that are fun to

ar and say. While showing each picture,
pronounce the "titlen with emphas on
the alliteration" Then ask for a volun
teer to repeat what was said for each
picture.. By the time several children
have repeated " a pig in a pen,n Ita e
on a hill, It i<Jhile seeing the pictures"
the rest of class will saying the
ea.t chy titles to themselves.. Add other
pictures to the pile from time to time o

t pairs of children look at the pic s
at their

2tables,
saying the titles to one

another ...

S.. Oral Sentences

rs: small group or the class

Nateri s:

Directions:

none

Have children identify wo in oral sen
tences that begin th the same sounds as
the alliterative pairs of words used in

son,

oe, 10c. cit., p. 133.
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the preceding game with pictures, called
!!ear and Sax. Say the sentence .. nThe boat
is in the box. II Then ask, ll\tV"hich words in
that sentence begin with the same sound?1t
Now listen carefully as I say some other
sentences and see whether you can hear
the words that begin with the same sound.
--The baby had its bottle in bed.
--Betty bought a big balloon.
--Bobby had a baseball and bat.
--Bill put a bell on his bicycle.
--The trailer truck stopped traffic.
--Jim bUlUped his tricycle into a tree

trunk.
--The horee trotted around the track.
--Bill tried fa trick on the trapeze.
--Sue made a sailboat out of soap.
--Sam saved his sandwich in a sack.
--Sailors wear white suits in summer.
--Susie and Sara sat on the sidewalk.
--Peter picked a pepper.
--Dan had a dollar and a dime.
--A goat got the garden.
--A farmer fixed his fence.
--Lucille likes lettuce.
--Mother made muffins.

ancy was never naughty. 1
--Tom talked on a telephone.

T. Magazine Pictures

PI

D

rs:

teri s:

ctions:

small group

pictures from magazines

Give the children brightly colored m az
pictures containing many ~bject~. aw a
ring around one of the obJects In e

cture. Let children ~tudY t~epic-
to find the names of o~her obJ8c

that begin tNi th same sound ~~ _. name
of the enc object8 The cnlldren

Ln s on , ~ve Read
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place a marker on each object they find. l

u. Listen

PI ayers:

Haterials:

small group

none

D ctions: The teacher sa.ys two words. If the two
1f;Tords start alike the children raise their
hand. Use one word like Susan and say
another word with it each time, like soap,
Susan. Continue in the same way with the
following word pairs:

Susan, pencil Susan, seen
Susan, sat Susan, book
Susan, door Susan, some
Susan, saw Susan, toy
Susan, wagon Susan, sock

To help the child who is slow to respond,
have him repeat the words after you to
ureel" the beginning sound of the two
words .2

Players:

1'1 aterial s :

small group

none

D ctions: Ask the children to lis ten as you say l-vords
in groups of three and to clap if all three
words begin with the same sound.

mother, milk, me
mouse, fish, mother
milk, , baby
mice, man, sun
mother, book, monkey
mother, me, man .. 3
mother, fence, made

oe, lac. cit., p. 135.

p. 1
sell, Ic1anual Teaching the Program,
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Like Me
....--- -

ayers: small group

Matel"'ials: six or seven pictures of objects whose names
begin with the same sound. For example:
wagon, window, watch, wall, walnut, 1I1Ood,
and wolf. Pictures of objects that beg
with a different sound such as "b ," "s ;"
Ut,1I IIf,lI and lid."

Directions: Place the picture of a wagon at the top of
the card holder. Have a child pick up a
pictured object and say its name. If the
name begins with the same sound as wagon,
let him put it in the card holder. If it
does not begin with the same sound as
wagon, have him put it on the chalk ledge.
Continue in this way until each child in
the group has had a turn.

x. Matching Sounds:

Players:

Mate als:

D ctions:

ayers:

Materi

small group

Sets of four cards, containing pictures of
objects that begin with the same sound,
b , box, balloon and baby. Use out
four different letters.

To play, mix all the cards, then sort,
stacking together the four that start with
the same sound. Or, divide cards among
players and have them trade back forth
until all and sounds have been
matched.

several sets of partners

pictures of common objects such as baby,
ball, balloon, t, bicycle, tree, car,

dress
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Directions: Place these picture cards about the room

where theJ can be easily seen. The teacher
will name an object, for example, llbear,1t
and each set of partners in turn will
f ' d· · . ,. ,

1n a p1cture card which begins with this
sound. As the teacher repeats the word
Itbear,1t each set of partners will be
called on to name the object on their
card. The teacher will name another 'Word
and the game continues.

z. Who's There?

Players: two or more players

Materials: Pack of cards which there are different
pictures of objects beginning with three
different sounds.

Directions: Make sure that all the players know what
these three sounds are. One child, the
mailman, holds a stack of cards. He
knocks on a chair or table. The first
player asks, llit.'ho' s there? II The Pas tman
answers, "It is I, the mailman, open the
door and let me in. II The child says, llDo
you have seeds for me, Nr. Nailman?"
The uses the name of an ject that
begins 'lid th one of the three s e ot ed
sounds. Mailman then delivers to the
child a card th a word that has the
same inning sound. Ivers the
wr card, he loses his turn as mailman.
If child does not a word that
begins with one of the three sounds, then

~ It d Tthe mailman may say» Not t oday , -
balls Jl coats, and tables. If names
three sounds •

AA.

eri

.!IE. Blocks,

small oup

D ctions: aw blocks on
block h, TIl,

chalkboard. tter ea
or BnV consonant, soundv
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of which needs review. The child upi
up" a block (erase it) when he tells a
word that begins with the sound of the
consonant on the block.

I Went To Boston
------~.;.;

Players: sm~111 group, not more than five

Materials: none

Directions: Forro the children into groups of five. The
teacher begins the game by saying, III went
to Tennessee and I took a tomahawk with me."
The first child in the first group repeats
what teacher said and adds a new word
that begins with the same sound as the
key wore]., He roay say, II I went to Tennessee
and took a tomahawk and a toad wi th me e n
Each player repeats what the tone s
and adds another word beginning -vdth 1I t , 11

If a player cannot add a word, he waits
until they start over again and be one of
the first ones"

CC" Touch and 9..2

€Irs:

teri sever objects

Directions: The teacher may have a collection of objects
or of pictures on a .. A child is
s d to touch as many objects or pic-
tures as he can whose names begin 1 a
s led key word, such as mitten. Each
t an object or picture is d,
name it must be mentioned ..
ren ch to see if
berrin the c e d key word were
us~d.l

1 G d s It .uu.L.J-vtin Numbe r
\I Phonics Games for Pr r a €I ,

, ( and Carnahan, 1957) ..
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DD. J:.!E The Ladder

Players:

Materials:

Directions:

small group

pictures, paper or wooden ladder

For review of consonants, the acher may
place pictures of various key words as
"dog," ltlamp,lI "nest," 'tgirl,lt one below
the other in the card holder or on a wooden
Ladde r , Let a child II climb the Ladde r"
by ~ivlng a word that begins like each key
wora. An example of a response is: do,

t , not, and good, No child should use
the words that were used by a previous
child .. l

PI ers:

Materi s:

reading group

none

Directions: The teacher will say two words such as
baby, ball, and callan one child to tell
if the two words start alike.. Child goes
to his seat if he answers correctly.. The
teacher continues until all children in

circle have answered one correctly.
This should be done at the end of the
reading class.

PI

ri

Directions:

1 ide

small reading group

paper sack with small toys as, car, boat,
top

Place the toys on the reading table. The
teacher can s please pick up toy

starts like baby" Is r-e another
toy that starts I baby? If so, choose
another child to pick up that toy.. Can-
t until the are pi ..
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GG. Riddles With Sounds

Players: class or small group

Materials: none

Directions: The teacher will tell something about a
word that begins with the srone sound as
here. The teacher will then ask the child
rento tell the word.
--What do we call the building in which

people live? (house)
- -You have t"t'lfO of these" They have five

fingers on them. lihat are they? (hands)
--You wear' this on your head. What is it?

(hat)
--This is something we use to water the

la".m or garden with. What is it? (hose)
--You can pound nails with this. What word

is it? (hammer)
--This is something you should comb

morning. ~~at is it? (hair)l

Riddles for the word come.
--This is what you put on before you go out

side to play when it is cold. What is
it? (coat)

--You go for a ride in this. What is it?
(car)

--Mother usually bakes one for your birth-
day. What it? (cake)

--This likes to chase mice. What is it?
(cat)

can use this to help keep your hair
1 k ' e it? (comb).001n12: ce ,

--This is something that pet birds like
canaries are kept in. What is it? (cage)

--These grow in a garden. Rabb like to
e them. are they? (carrots)

--You can pictures with this. t
is it? (camera)2

Ip

'":""'M--- Tip

e and Others. Teacher's Manual.For,
ton: Houghton Mifflin Company, 19491, pp.

• 65-66.
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~iddles for the word mother ..

--This J.6 what ice cUbes do when they are
left out of the refrigerator" \vhat is
the word? (melt)

--This is what we call the letters we get
from other people. What word is it?
(mail)

--This is something your father uses when
he is going on a trip in the car and
wants to figure out how to go. What 1s
the word? (map)

......We use this when we buy things" What is
it? (money)l

Riddles for the word wagon.
--We drink this when we are thirsty. What

is it? (water)
- ...Birds have two of these; without them

birds could not fly. What are they?
(wings)

--There are many of se in :your house
to let light in. What are they?
(windows)

......We say that this flies around on a broom
at Halloweeno What is it? (witch)

--This is what we say a thing is when it's
not cold and not really hot eithero
What's word? (warm)2

small r e

paper sack with some objects in it,
pictures

The te might sat some like this:
ITToday we a bag: with something in it"
Do you see the pict~re on the outside of
the sack? Each of you may put your hand
in the sack and pullout an object. After
you have object see if it star with
the same r as the pi on
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outside of the bag. After all
have been taken from the sack,
things that started like the
ture back in the sack.u

the objects
place the

ide pic-

II .. Tick Tack Toe-
Players: small group

Materials: cardboard wheel and pictures

Directions: ~1ake a large wheel and plane paper clips
around the outside so pictures can be
slipped under the clip. This way the pic
tures could be changed. One child, us1.ng
a po1.nted, mOVBS from picture to p1.cture
as he says, IITick tack toe, around I go.
Where I stop, does (Billy) know?" If the
child mentioned can tell the word, then
he 1.8 n i c" for the next game. 11
may start anywhere on the wheel and move
1.n e1.ther direction ..

Purpose: To develop aUditory perception of final
sounds. Many of the games for initial
sounds could be used for final sounds.

are some additional games for f1.nal
sound ..

JJ.. Right-Left

ers: whole class

rials: none

For this game the children are se d at
ir .. right hands are in the

laps. children move their hands to
right or the left si?8.of ir

to indicate a clfled consonant
was ard in a word. To give rience

th letter r teacher may pro-
nounce these words: door, t, floor,
raft, , four, pure, raise, more, reach,
nor oar, re J pour, • roare

respond correctly will have

Directions:
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, ir right hands on the right of

tne desks when they hear the word door
and on l~ft when the hear the
word racket. 1

KK. Write X

Players: whole class

Materials: lined paper and pencil

D ct.Lons e Have each child fold a piece of lined
paper length1<vise.. Have each line num
bered from one to ten. Dictate words that
begin or end with a spec ied consonant,
as tail, nut, object, torch, vent, tad-

, talk, and left. When tail is
announced, X made on line one in the

t column. When nut announced, X is
made on 1 tl>lO in th,') colman,
so on.2

Purpose: To develop perception of
s .. The as for initial and final

d also be used for vowel sounds.

VOvlel Similarities

p erst small group

teri n'
b. pi e cards of soun

cards to each I' and
of the cards in a pile in the

m • The first player reads anyone
of s cards aloud. Any I'

a card with a similar vowel sound must
it to the caller. If no one

a card, then card must be discarded,
the ana r from the

pile.,' this event, must wai t
his n to call

Directions:

I'

Lcs Games For
(Chic

s," Bulletin
\
I ..

2 i ..
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r~. Which Place

Players: individual

Materials: small box, curtain hooks and pictures

Directions: Fasten curtain hooks in a box in a
row tvJO inches apart. Print one
of vowel letters above each hook.
Paste pictures on cards with holes
in the end of the cards. These pictures
should one vcveL sound and it should
be long or short, whichever you desire
the box or this particular device to
stress. e the d find the correct
picture for vowel letter and fasten
it on the hook. The teacher should check
each time the game is used.

VIII. IDENTIFICATION OF

Purpose: To help children learn the let
alphabet ..

of the

A. Jack Nimble

aI's: small group

Materials: small candle, letter on

Place letter cards in a rowan the floor
; foot a low candlestick

with an unlighted candle .in it at . end
of r-ow , ch child Jumps over.a
after reita~d ar end he
j't:Lmp over the candlestlck .. -

s ;Direct

B.. Clovm

r s ; one or more

pi clown s construction paper

1Letts
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Directions: Make clown faces with large ruffles. On
each ruffle paste or write a letter. Make
hats to go. \1i th these cloilms. Put a pic
ture on the he.t , The children take the
clowns and. match the correct hat; to the
correct clown. This ca.n be done indivi
dually or the circle with the teacher.

r<
v .. Lollipo;es

PI rs: group or the class

Materials: construction paper

Directions: As the group learns a new letter, place
that letter on the paper lollipop. Ea.ch
child can m his own or teacher
might make the first one. Each child
could take one home at night to show his
parents the tter he worked on that day.

D. Drill Pockets

tarials: construction paper

Directions: Fold a et of construction paper 9u x
1211 in ha.Lf' , Cut on fold making tHO
pieces of paper. Fold up one end two and
one half inches and staple to make a
po t.. Cut eceB of paper 2" x 411 for

answer card. Write the letters on
these cards ..

EO' Show

s ;r

rs: whole class

drill pockets described above

all hold
at a

of paper
The

has five or s pieces
th the letters written on •
ache r says a word the. Id

the correct tter in the pocket.
liS" . l!the tea I' says, HOW me,

a r can t

rections:
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glance who has the right answer. There
is no score. No records are kept. Every
body participates all the time. This
could be used for initial sounds, final
sounds, vowels and letter identification.
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Check Sheet for Rating the Reading Readiness Devices and Techniques
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Check Sheet for Rating the Reading Readiness Devices and Techniques
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APPENDIX C

SUGGESTIONS

Were these devices useful?

\ihich games would you delete?

Is there an area, such as, Visual Discrimination or Memory
or others, in \"11ioh you feel more s t I ons or devices
are needed?

wnioh games were most helpful?

What
be

~~~~.~tions do you have for additions or corrections
a final copy to be given to 0 r tea rs?
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C SCHOOLS

Department of Elementary Education

1800 Grand Avenue

Des Moines 14, Iowa

July 31, 1962

TO:
FROl'1: Dr. Merle A. Wilson, Director Elementary

tion
Maxine Robinson

T: StUdy of Techniques in Readi Readiness

would 1 to ask your help in evaluating some reading
readiness te i sand ces for the slow learner.
This study came as an out.gr-owth of research started by
the incipals in Section I of the Des Moines e tary
schools in spring of 1962 and as a fulfill-
ment of quirements for a ter's Degree.

each of en
been select to help in

se devices will be made and re
meeting which will be sday,
p s m•. , at Scott Sol, Room 102.

One first teacher
tary s s in Section
this study. Many of
for you at our first
September 4, at 3:30

ss we
pate in
40

ar from you, stating t you cannot parti
s c acity, we will see you sday, September
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November 30, 1962

TO:
B'ROM:
SUBJECT:

Principal and First Grade Teachers
Miss Maxine Robinson - Scott School
Evaluation material of Reading Readiness
Devices for Slow Learners

It doesn1t seem possible that Christmas will Boon

be here. It seems only yesterday you were given the

reading readiness material. I am sure you have all been

working hard.

It would be so nice to have you come to my ap

ment but since it is so small I am to ask you to

your results to Scott School. Come a cup

of coffee some cookies. Let's plan to do this

afternoon, Dec er 17th 3=45 P.M••

Please bring an i a to share, s copies

a new et create or sixteen copies of a

s d device, ch could be given to each acher.

Some schools as 0. more tea rs to work on the study,

s is f e first grade sand incipals

are welcome to come e in inat ity ..
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